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Buy a new appliance to permanently reduce your electricity consumption 

Saturn holds ‘Savathon’ for smart savers  

▪ Major campaign from 29 January to 4 February 2019 

▪ Special offers on the latest appliances  

▪ Receive a Saturn voucher for up to €150 by changing your 

electricity supplier 

Ingolstadt, 29.01.2019: For all those who have resolved to save more in the new 

year, the latest campaign from Saturn comes at just the right time. A ‘Savathon’ 

is being held in all German Saturn stores and Saturn’s online shop, during which 

substantial savings can be made! Specials offers are available on a selection of 

state-of-the-art domestic appliances. The promotion will run at Saturn stores 

from Wednesday 30 January to Saturday 2 February. Meanwhile, at Saturn’s 

webshop, the Savathon will kick off even earlier at 9pm on 29 January and 

continue until 9am on 4 February. In addition, customers can also save by 

switching to a cheaper electricity supplier. A new contract can be taken out at 

Saturn, entitling you to an extra bonus of up to €150 in the form of a Saturn 

shopping voucher. Anyone deciding to buy a new large domestic appliance on 

special offer during the Savathon at at Saturn storer can save yet again by 

putting their coupon towards it! 

The aim of the Savathon is clear: to help Saturn customers decrease their outgoings by 

cutting their electricity consumption with the latest energy-saving appliances – 

permanently. This is made possible by selected large household appliances from 

manufacturers such as Bauknecht, Beko, Bosch, Grundig, LG, Samsung and Siemens, 

which will be on special offer at Saturn during the promotion. They include washing 

machines, heat pump dryers, dishwashers, built-in cookers, fridge-freezers, freezers 

and side-by-side refrigerators. And the best part is that customers can become real 

Savathon athletes without having to exert themselves, for Saturn’s delivery service will 
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inexpensively deliver all new appliances to your home and also take care of professional 

installation. 

  

Save even more with green electricity from innogy 

New acquisitions are especially rewarding if you change your electricity supplier at the 

same time. This can easily be done in one go, because Saturn is now working with 

innogy to offer customers permanently cheaper energy tariffs. Those who sign an 

innogy electricity contract will receive a special rate with a 24-month price guarantee. 

What’s more, they’ll also receive a shopping voucher free of charge for up to €150 

depending on their annual power consumption. By the way, innogy supplies 100 per 

cent green electricity from regenerative energy sources – so by changing to innogy, 

you’ll also be helping the environment. After signing the contract, innogy will contact 

your current utility to cancel your existing contract and then supply you with electricity 

punctually as soon as your new contract kicks in. On your marks, get set, save! 
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About Saturn 

Saturn turns technology into an experience for its customers and shows them how modern tech can enhance their lives. 

Founded in 1961, Saturn is now an independent sales brand under the auspices of the MediaMarktSaturn Retail Group, 

Europe’s number one consumer electronics retailer. In Germany, Saturn has 158 stores and employs around 9,000 

people. Altogether, there are about 170 Saturn stores in three European countries. Saturn’s spacious stores are known 

for their attractive locations, their wide range of brand-name products sold at value-for-money prices, and excellent 

service and advice. Saturn’s brick-and-mortar business in Germany is closely integrated with its online shop 

www.saturn.de as well as mobile, app-based shopping. Under this multi-channel strategy, Saturn customers benefit 

from both the advantages of online shopping and the personal advice and services offered by local stores. 


